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Hoop earrings have made a comeback and they are available in a wide range of sizes, thickness
and retro styles. While large and thin hoop earrings are more trendy and young, smaller ones have
a more beautiful and traditional look. These earrings can be made entirely with metal or fixed with
gemstones or diamonds.

If you want to gift yourself a timeless style, then there is hardly anything that beats 

diamond hoop earrings. This style consists of diamonds set in a traditional hoop setting adding
sparkle and elegance. The size, number and the setting of the diamonds can vary. You can find
some styles having diamonds only at the frontal half, while others can have smaller stones rooted
through the complete circle. There are other designs that feature diamonds through the entire inner
part of the hoop to give optimal exposure.

Metal hoop earrings are both fashionable and classic at the same time. They are available in a
variety of metals including gold, platinum and sterling silver. The size and shapes can vary, as you
can find something that is perfectly oval or entirely round, or something that takes some special
orientations, such as heart or pointed shapes.

Huggies can be considered an upgraded variation of the traditional hoop earring. They are relatively
thicker, but smaller, designed for hugging the earlobe. You can set them with diamonds or gems to
create an additional impact. Generally, they hinge for easy setting and removal.

Hoop earrings with rose gold and red or pink gemstones make elegant Valentineâ€™s gifts. And, you
can accentuate the entire effect by giving a heart-shaped earring to your loved one. Diamonds make
a great gift option for those who are more important in your life. In addition to weddings,
anniversaries and birthdays, diamond earrings make great gifts during holidays.

White gold diamond hoop earrings can make the ideal gift placed under the Christmas tree. You can
also choose diamond star hoop earrings for Christmas as they make a perfect star-themed gift for
the season.

In addition to gold, silver hoop earrings also make a highly popular choice. There are double hoop
silver earrings having two overlapping hoops, and the hugged hoop earrings are thicker versions
that look simple but make an elegant option. Among all the types of earrings, 

diamond hoop earrings are perhaps the most popular and most commonly used. They can be found
in gold, silver, platinum or titanium, or in a blend of different metals made with different patterns.
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